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Dear Editor,

On April 18th, 2024, Guimarães and colleagues pub-
lished findings from a retrospective cohort focusing on
major liver pathologies in Brazil, presenting valuable
insights into the epidemiology and public health im-
pacts of these conditions.1 However, we wish to
respectfully address a point in the “Research in
Context” analysis (which should include a description
of all of the evidence the authors considered before
undertaking this study): the authors accidentally stated
that no other studies investigating the burden of liver
diseases in Brazil had been published. Based on a
systematic search conducted on April 20th, 2024,
several studies on this same topic had been released in
the body of literature.2–4 As prolific investigators in
Evidence-based Medicine, we respectfully call attention
to and raise concerns in this regard. We strongly
advocate for rigorous systematic searches that follow a
standard protocol for quality and reproducibility pur-
poses. Primarily, an adequate search strategy, devel-
oped in collaboration with information specialists,
using exhaustive controlled and non-controlled termi-
nology, must be ascertained to avoid identification
omission of any relevant records and instead ensure
more comprehensive results.5 Likewise, wide coverage
of leading databases is critical, including the consid-
eration of regional scientific sources that will poten-
tially yield a comprehensive coverage of primary
studies. For instance, considering the South American
scenario that the authors analyzed, searching the Latin
American and Caribbean Health Sciences Literature
(LILACS) database would prompt the retrieval of
important studies.6 These fundamental methodological
approaches and practices facilitate a tailored assess-
ment for the synthesis of the existing literature in order
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to collate representative manuscripts. Therefore, by
instituting a high-quality, robust work-ethic in research
delivery, principles of Evidence-Based Medicine should
be strictly adhered by researchers worldwide, therefore
avoiding the duplication of research initiatives and
inappropriate statements in scientific manuscripts for
the benefit of the scientific community and to amelio-
rate patient care.
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